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Korean Yi Dynasty (1393-1911) is Korea's oldest ancient feudal dynasty，a time 
when China's Qing dynasty in history，and its form of government is based on noble 
autocratic centralization as the main feudal dynasty. Though after changing the 
language policy，but overall is still based on the core of Chinese，Chinese learning 
system with distinct age and nationality. Chinese identity in the official language of 
the application is always run through toward language. Chinese language Mandarin 
Phonology “zhizheng” is a system in which it is an integral part. 
     Chinese Mandarin Phonology “zhizheng” is the characteristics of the system 
can be summarized in four major areas：One Chinese Mandarin Phonology 
“zhizheng”is more scientific and accurate record Mandarin Phonology. Two positive 
diachronic Mandarin Phonology “zhizheng”，the entire Korean Yi Dynasty，the 
system overall has continued. Three Mandarin Phonology “zhizheng”and are active 
participants in the breadth of participation in large numbers，which includes North 
Korea scholar， Interpreter，officials and even the King，also includes Chinese Ming 
and Qing Dynasties writers，scholars and officials.Four positive activities affecting 
“zhizheng”in all aspects of social life. Even relate to other systems，such as taboo 
system，the ritual system，the “zhizheng”of legal instruments is waiting. Chinese 
speech “zhizheng”system is an important part of the system employed，therefore，
kings Chinese speech is important for the selection of officials means of assessment. 
“zhizheng”training is aimed at officials' communication with the country,to provide 
accurate information on the language. Found that "the country" Mandarin changes，
“zhizheng”is "pronunciation" toward to provide the latest information on the internal 
language teaching，and ultimately ensure the smooth flow of language exchange for 
political and economic services.Chinese “zhizheng” toward validation purposes and 
learning system. It is the Chinese Mandarin from China into Korea ties，but also 
faithfully record the Korea Chinese Mandarin language textbooks and reference books 
lasted changing patterns of behavior. Implementing it，on the Korean peninsula 
application and promotion of Chinese Mandarin had a profound impact；study it，on 
the Korean peninsula to promote the history of Chinese Mandarin Chinese Ming and 
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